RULES for the SUMMER SNOOKER HANDICAP COMPETITION 2020.
COST to Players: The Player fee for this competition is $ 30.00 per player which must be
with the BSAACT bank account before a player can compete.
A. The competition:
1. The Summer Snooker 2020 competition is a handicap competition.
2. Each match is ‘best of 8’ frames.
3. Teams are to have 4 to 6 players registered only.
4. Each player may play a maximum of 2 frames per match.
5. At the end of each match, players will adjust their handicap as follows:
Play 2 frames and win 2; handicap goes down by 4,
Play 1 frame and win 1; handicap goes down by 2,
Play 2 frames and win 1 and lose 1; handicap stays the same,
Play 1 frame and lose 1; handicap goes up by 2,
Play 2 frames and lose 2; handicap goes up by 4.
Players will be responsible to keep a record of their results and changing handicap.
6. The scorecards are to be filled in as indicated in the Competition rules with the
exception that if there is no dispute, each team representative is to write only
“AGREE” in the space required for signature.
7. The Competition Director is Leigh Condon, mobile no. 0497940967
8. the Records Officer can be contacted by email at: bsaact.results@outlook.com.au
B. Results:
1. The ladder will be adjusted on the website as soon as all results for the week are
received by the Records Officer.
2. The leading high breaks will be adjusted as the breaks are advised.
3. Home Captains are to email the full details of the match including an image of the
scorecard as soon as practicable after the completion of the match
to: bsaact.results@outlook.com.au
C. Please read the NOTES for the 2020 competition in conjunction with these rules.

